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Painfully slow but extraordinarily tough, the diesel-powered Mercedes D sedan was an icon of
automotive reliability and a testament to the strength of German engineering and
manufacturing. A member of the the company's W range, the D was produced from to It was
viewed as the entry-level Benz in the U. Its basic interior, solid construction and famous
reputation for being "bulletproof" made it an excellent fleet vehicle. Circa the 21st century,
Mercedes-Benz models are known for sumptuously appointed cabins, sleek, dramatic styling
and a laundry-list of high-tech luxury and convenience gadgets. In comparison, the D was quite
spartan. While real wood trim came standard, so did such down-market features as cloth
upholstery and crank windows. Even a passenger-side mirror required the tick of an option box.
The D's version of luxury was quality construction and smooth operation, not necessarily an
occupant-pampering interior. Still, the usual lineup of luxury features -- including leather
upholstery, heated seats, air conditioning and a premium stereo -- were available as options.
What many folks remember most about he D's interior, though, was the solid "clunk" made by
the doors each time they were shut. The Mercedes had a heavy, tank-like feel that inspired
confidence. The D was powered by a 2. Buyers could choose between a four-speed manual and
a four-speed automatic transmission. While the car's diesel powertrain was famous for its
ability to withstand years of heavy abuse, it was also infamous for its lack of performance. The
engine produced a modest 67 horsepower at 4, rpm and 97 foot-pounds of torque at 2, rpm.
Acceleration from 0 to 60 mph took well over 20 seconds. While the car had no problem cruising
at 80 mph and even slightly above, getting up to that pace took considerable time and road
space. For this reason, the D can be a bit harrowing to drive in contemporary, fast-paced traffic.
While the D sedan was considered a midsize vehicle, it was somewhat bigger than the average
midsize offering of its day. The Mercedes four-door measured inches in length, It rode on a inch
wheelbase and tipped the scales at 3, pounds. Much like today, fuel efficiency was a major
concern among buyers in the s and s. Diesel cars were marketed to people hoping to save
money at the gas pump. To its credit, the D was quite the fuel-sipper. It averaged around 28 mpg
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The Mercedes-Benz W was built for the through model years, and it remains legendary to this
day for its reliability and lack of frivolity. The diesel versions saw decades of service as taxis in
Europe and Africa, and quite a few were sold in the United States as well. Here's a naturally
aspirated D that I spotted a few weeks ago in a Denver self-service wrecking yard. This one has
a mere , miles on the clock, which would be breathtaking for most earlys cars but nothing
special for a diesel W Did its final owner break something costing more than a few hundred
bucks to fix, resulting in that sad, final tow-truck ride? Or did it just accumulate a lot of parking
tickets, so many that its final owner couldn't afford to bail it out? Under the hood is the OM
four-cylinder diesel engine. Horsepower was rated at 67, which made for a 3,pound car that
required a great deal of driver patience when entering freeways and leaving stoplights. Yes, 67
horsepower in an E-Class. It was a different time. In spite of the bombardment of decades of
harsh Colorado sunlight and close to , miles of driving, the MB-Tex upholstery inside looks just
about as good as new. This stuff will last longer than the Great Pyramids. You could buy a
semi-sporty, kinda-flashy Benz in , but you bought the D because you knew it would last four
times as long as sedans costing a third as much. When you drove a D, you told the world that
you cared about value. Related Video:. Image Credit: Murilee Martin Etc. Mercedes-Benz Diesel
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a comment. View More. Thank You Thanks for subscribing. Check your in-box to get started.
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Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. This sober
summary reflects the lasting legacy of the W â€” a solidly built automobile with timeless poise
and class. Introduced in , the W platform included a four door sedan and sleek coupe. The
incoming Ws were styled after the new S-Class, which was a clear break with the classical style
of the Stroke Eight. The W offered a longer wheelbase, a wider track, and a larger body. The C
coupe was 85 mm shorter than the sedan, and was absent a B-pillar, which lent the car a unique
and sporty style. The coupe and sedans were soon joined by the diesel-powered TD station
wagon in â€” the first Mercedes wagon. The cars were immensely popular and less than a year
into production many dealers had a month waiting list. Cars for immediate purchase were
offered in a sort of black-market â€” at a healthy premium. In the U. The naming convention was
straightforward, with the first two numbers representing displacement in liters and the letters
representing body style and fuel. No letters indicate a carbonated engine i. The D 3. Top of the
range was the E and CE, both of which featured 2. The W platform came equipped with many
optional and standard class-leading features. The car was better engineered for crash
protection â€” accomplished with a strengthened passenger cage and reinforced roof. Optional
was a safety steering column engineered to crumple rather than enter the cabin in a head-on
collision. From on, the W offered optional anti-lock brakes as well as an optional air bag after
The model year also marked a major facelift for the W â€” all models were equipped with
rectangular broadband headlights and power steering was offered standard across the range.
When the W went out of production in it had surpassed the Stroke Eight as the bestselling
Mercedes-Benz with more than 2. Mercedes built the car to last, and many are still on the road
today. The 3. The timeless design is sure to last as long as the car itself, making this car a
classic that is here to stay. For all Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown do not imply
coverage in this amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy
declarations page is the amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the value displayed here is
different. If you would like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Get a
Quote. Model Overview Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle
selected. Length: Wheel Base: in. The Mercedes-Benz D was introduced in in Europe in North
America as a new diesel-powered variant of the W chassis , outranking the D as Mercedes' most
powerful diesel car. Introduced in at a price of 19, It had many available luxuries, such as heated
seats, cruise control, leather seats, and a manual or power-operated sunroof. It was at the time
the fastest diesel engine available, though its 4-cylinder, 2. Along with a lb 1, kg weight,
performance today is considered extremely poor. In , production of the W chassis ended and
the D became part of the W chassis family along with a more powerful version, the hp
Mercedes-Benz D. Later beefed up to hp. For the D, engine power was also beefed up to 53 kW
72 hp , which however still made it a very slow car. The D was last imported to North America in
by MBUSA while production continued until , but many cars remain on the road today 20 years
later, a testament to the quality and durability of the original design and robust mechanicals.
Both the W and the W versions of the D are still considered some of Mercedes-Benz's most
reliable models due to their low-tech,
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easy-maintenance design, relatively thick metal sheets and sturdy, robust parts. The engine's
low power output compared to its volume is another contributing factor in the car's exceptional
lifespan. The D is renowned for often traveling several hundred thousand kilometers or more in
its life. The record holder, a W D acknowledged by Daimler-Benz and on display in their
Stuttgart museum , clocked 4. During this time the owner, Gregorios Sachinidis, was able to call
upon the original engine and two spare units, deploying them on a rotational basis 11 times in
total. In some parts of northwestern Africa, notably Mauritania and Morocco, they make up over
half the cars on the road. From Mercedes Wiki. Category : Mercedes-Benz vehicles. Navigation
menu Personal tools Log in. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read View source View
history. Navigation Main page Recent changes Random page Help. This page was last edited on
13 February , at Small family car. Compact executive. W Executive car.

